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To effectively assess the Pogo stability of the Space

Shuttle vehicle, it was necessary to characterize the

structural, propellant, and propulsion dynamics sub-

systems. Extensive analyses and comprehensive test-

ing programs were established early in the project as

an implementation of management philosophy of Pogo

prevention for Space Shuttle. This paper will dis-

cuss the role of the Space Shuttle _fain Engine (SSMF)

in the Pogo prevention plans, compare the results ob-

tained from engine ground testing with analysis, and

present measured data from STS-I flight.

INTRODUCTION

Pogo has become one of the classical

problems of structural dynamics and can

be ranked along with flutter and the

Tacoma Narrows Bridge as a textbook de-

monstration of fluid coupled structural

instability. The basic Pogo loop in-

volves resonant tuning of the vehicle

structure with the propellant feed sys-

tem with positive feedback through the

rocket engine. The block diagram shown

in Figure 1 indicates the interconnection

of the major subsystems. Variations in

thrust, AF, at the structural resonance

cause large velocity variations, AV, which

are in phase with the thrust. Tuning

the propellant feedline syste_ to the

structural frequency results in engine

inlet pressure oscillations, APQs, which
are in phase with velocity varlations.

The engine produces two effects, it acts

as a blockage to the flow resulting in a

downward force at the engine inlet while

any fluid entering The engine is burned

in the thrust chamber generating an up-

ward thrust. Assuming negligible phase

shift through the engine_ it is obvious

that if the downward force exerted _,y the

pressure, Pos, iS greater than the upward

fore% the net effect of the engine is

that of a damper since the net engine

force opposes velocity. If the upward

force is the greater (the Thrust), the

engine acts as negative damping and for

large values can become greater than the

inherent damping cf the structure and

feed system causing divergent o_cilla-

tions. In terms of the model given in

Figure i, if the first term is greater

than the area, As, the net result is

positive and this re-enforces oscilla-

tion; however if the first term is less

than the area, As_ the net result is

negative and this dampens oscillations.

The second partial in Figure 1 is

a measure of the engine gain; i.e. com-

bustion chamber pressure, Pc, to engine

inlet pressure, Pos. Consequently, witN

this simple model, a value of allowable

engine gain for neutral or inherently

stabilizing engine forces can be written

as:

_F

_Pc/_Ps ! As/3--_

Allowable gain for engines used in

several vehicles which displayed Pogo

are shown in Figure 2. Because of the

high pressure design of the SSME, an

engine _ain three to four times that of

previous engines could be tolerated with-

out instability. Typical engine gains

are from 0.2 to 0.5 except when the

engine inlet net positive suction head
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(NPSH)is so low that additional gain
is producedthrough cyclic cavitation
of the turbopumps.

SIGNIFICANCE IN MANNED FLIGHT

In normal trajectories, structural

modes increase in frequency while the

frequency of propellant modes vary with

engine inlet pressure level .and tend to

decrease with flight time. _"nen tuned

conditions and feedback resul: in an

instability, divergent oscillations

occur. The oscillations are a maximum

when detuning results in neutral stabi-

lity. Further detuning results in con-

vergence. The envelope of an accelero-

meter from the second unmanned flight of

Saturn V is shown in Figure 3 where

closed loop damping is inferred from

the envelope
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Payloads are often designed to in-

clude a tolerance to Pogo when the ve-

hicle has established a consistent am-

plitude and frequency over many flights.

When the payload includes man, however,

the only solution is to avoid Pogo.

Figure 4 shows the results of vibration

tests of the crew which had been chosen

for the first manned Saturn V. Based

on these tests and previous studies con-

ducted during the Gemini program a limit

of +_g was established for manned f_g_s.

Sin_e instability amplitudes are not as

predictable as instability itself, the

Space Shuttle Program included testing

and analysis plans to prevent Pogo.
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FIG. i- POGO BLOCK DIAGRAM
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FIG.3- ENGINE GIMBAL BLOCK ACCELEROMETERS FROM APOLLO-

SATURN 502 S-IC STAGE, SHOWING ENVELOPE OF OSCILLA-

TION AND METHOD OF DETERMINING DAMPING FACTOR OF

CLOSED LOOP SYSTEM AT THE STRUCTURAL MODE FRE-

QUENCY.

ENGINE SUPPORT TO POGO PREVENTION

In the SSME (Space Shuttle Main

Engine) proposal phase, dynamic testing

of the engine system was included which

would produce engine transfer functions

of sufficient quality to allow valid ve-

hicle stability studies. Immediately

after contract awards the Pogo Integra-

tion Panel was formed and a Pogo preven-

tion plan was formulated. It was as_sumed

Zhat an engine mounted Pogo suppressor

would be required and, with rough esti-

mates supplied by the vehicle contractor,

Rocketdyne began generating suppressor

concepts.

The Titan-Gemini vehicle propelled

by storeables used a precharged nitrogen

standpipe on the oxidizer system and a

spring loaded piston on the fuel side.

The first and second stages of the Saturn

V had cryogenic propellants and the

suppressor designs amounted to helium
filled accumulators with a small continu-

al gas bleed into the propellant system.
Since The SSME vehicle interface is the

inlet flange of the LPOTP (Low Pressure

Oxygen Turbopump), an engine mounted

suppressor must operate downstream of

the LPOTP at a pressure level of about

500 psi with severe pressure transients

at siam/ and cutoff. Four candidate

systems were chosen fop further study.

SUPPRESSOR CONCEPT SELECTION

A helium charged accumulator was

initially considered due to the success

on Saturn V. While initial charging

could be satisfied, engine cutoff would
result in release of helium to the HPOTP

with gross cavitation and pump overspeed.

Venting and level control were not feasi-

ble. Bellows with low spri'ng rate and

structural stability could not be de-

signed in the available volume (Figure

5). A plug valve at the suppressor

throat added significant weight and

oDerational complexity. No desirable

helium system was found.

Ar_ accumulator_ mounted remotely

where more volume was available, was

assessed. The inertia of the fluid

column was so large that the frequency

range and suppression capability was

very limited.

As a spin-off from an L_RC (Lewis Re-

search Center) contract, an active Pogo

contract was designed. Essentially The

control sensed vehicle velocity and used

it to drive a piston mounted in a tee at

the pump inlet as in Figure 6 and 7. As

the aft end of The vehicle moves forward_

the piston moved outward. Since fluid

compression at the pump inlet is pre-

vented, no significant pressure oscilla-

tions are generated due to structural
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motion and the engine feedback gain is

reduced. Tests and MSFC analysis in-

dicated significant pressure attenuation

in the low frequency range. The most

significant problem was design of a fil-

ter to attenuate pulser motion at higher

frequencies while providing less than 9_

phase error through the control loop.

This problem is identical to that of

active dampers in large structures.

While the problems of a wider bandwidr_

hydraulic servovalve and an adequate

filter were being worked, meetings wi_h

the vehicle contractor indicated that

any addizional hydmaulic requirement

would be assessed a 1000 ib weight pena_

ty since the hydraulics capability of

the vehicle was already at its limit.

The active suppressor actively was cur-

tailed.

The fourth concept was an accumula-

tor fo? the liquid oxygen system using

ho% gaseous oxygen. This supply was

available from an engine heat exchanger

which supplies p_essuranl for the ex-

ternal tank. The major potential pro-

blem was ullage stability due to heat
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and mass transfer across the free gas-

liquid interface. This problem involved

the effects of sloshing, circulation of

the liquid below the interface and the

design of a good diffuser. The origin_

concept is shown in Figure 8.

The suppressor systems design is

shown in Figure 9. The accumulator is

helium charged during engine start to

about 2/3 its ullage capability. The

charging valve is then shuttled to

allow flow of hot oxygen gas (GOX),

cutting off the helium flow. Ullage

level is controlled by a tube with bleed
holes at the desired interface level.

The mixed gas-liquid bleed flow re-

circulates into the propellant system

abcut-15 ft. upstream of the LPOTP, At

cutoff most of the gas vents through the

level control. A small s_ount may enter

the main duct but is collapsed by the

flow in the main duct. Later during
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enginetesting it wasfound that a surge
at engine cutoff could collapse the cavi-
ty sendinga sharp water-hammerwavein-
to the propellant system. A small a-
mountof helium is nowaddedduring the
cutoff sequenceto eliminate the surge.
This suppressorwaschosenfor the
enginebaseline primarily for its light
weight (60 Ib/engine) and simplicity of
operation. Theactual Pogosuppression
systeminstallation is shownin Figure
10.

Initial tests using low liquid flow
rates and gaseousnitrogen wererun to
verify the level control concept and
the stability of a liquid-gas interface.
A plastic accumulatorwasalso run with
gaseousnitrogen andwater to evaluate
baffle requirementstO ginimize sloshi_.

APPROACH_0 MODELCONSTRUCTIONAND
VERIFICATION

A schematicof the SSMEis shownin
Figure ii. Theinterface is at the in-
let to the low pressure pumps. Fre-
quencydependentequationsrepresenting
the enginesare required for the large
vehicle stability models. At a mini-
mum,transfer functions are required for
the engine inlet impedance(APQ/ A_i)

and the thrust transfer functi6n (AF/AP_.

A detailed linear model of the engine

was formulated for frequency domain solu-

tion with input interfaces at both the

fuel and oxidizer low pressure pump in-

let flanges. A schematic of this model

is contained in Figure 12

While only transfer functions con-

necting the interfaces are required,

simpler transfer functions breaking the

SSME into three subsystems were more

desirab!e_ Interfaces were chosen at

the low pressure fuel and oxidizer pump

inlet, the inlet to high pressure

oxidizer pump and the suppressor tap-off

point. The subsystems then were the

LPOTP - oxidizer interDump duct, the

suppressor and the powerhead. The

powerhead includes the closed loop con-

trol system, preburners and thrust

chamber and the complete fuel system to

the vehicle-engine interface. Split-

ting the engine into subsystems followed

the plan of subsystem testing and veri-

fication. Further, vehicle stability

models are quite complicated and sub-

systems which can be described with low

order frequency dependent polynomials

are preferred to a few high order poly-

nomials.

The initial analysis of fuel system

interaction indicated that due to the

low density of liquid hydrogen, the

vehicle geometry and The engine mixture

ratio, the contribution of the fuel sys-

tem to Pogo was very small. The effect

_of the fuel system feedback was actually

less than the predicted error band of

the oxidizer system and was not required

in initial analysis. These effects how-

ever were available for final vehicle

verification studies.

While the engine model was quite de-

tailed, coefficients associated with

pump cavitation and suppressor dynamics

could only be estimated.

FIG. 1O - POGO SUPPRESSION SYSTEM INSTALLATION
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The models did allow vehicle stability

studies to proceed by the use of liberal
tolerances on the estimated coefficients.

The engine models also allowed early pre-

test simulation of engine tes'ling on

the vaqious test stands so that testing

methods and hardware could be designed.

accuracy requires an even greater accura-

cy for the measurements used to obtain

the transfer functions. A goal of 5%

amplitude error and 5° phase error on

any measurement relative to the excita-

tion input was defined. This error in-

cludes the transducer, recording system,

spectral analyzer and inherent signal/

noise effects at the measurement point.

TEST METHOD DEVELOPME_T AsSuming excitation pr0duc:ing !0 psi P-P

....... _ _ _ a_'the engine inlet (10% of steady state),

The plan was to sinusoidaily : ex- t_4 pressure flucfuations should be a-

cite the oxidizer feed system over :he

1½ to 50 Hz range. The transmission of

the disturbance would then be measured

at the LPOTP inlet and outlet, HPOTP

inlet and in main chamber pressure, Fig.

13. It was also planned to develop 4-

terminal transfer functions for the LPOTP

which could be compared with work being

performed at C!T (Calif. Institute of

Technology). The engine and test stand

model was used to define the capability

of an inlet system pulser, to provide

excitation through the engine system so

that instrumentation requirements could

be defined and to test out data reduction

methods.

Accuracy requirements #or engine

transfer functions were tentatively set

at 10 percent on amplitude and I0 de-

grees on phase. To achieve this

bout i0 psi P-P (2% of SS) at the HPOTP

inlet and about 3 psi P-P (1/10% of SS)

in chamber pressure. Flow fluctuations

should be about 1/10% of SS. AC coupled

pressure transducers (PCB) with integral

first stage amplifiers allowed a high

signal level which minimized instrumenta-

tion and recording system noise. Spec-

tral cross-correlation using the Time/

Data 1932 at Rocketdyne and Hewlett

Packard 5U51C Fourier Analyzer at _SFC

provided a very low noise method for

data processing. Re_aining noise inher-

ent in the engine system became the

limit for pressure measurement accuracy.

That level was approximately 0.2 psi

squared per Hertz.

Flow measurements to support evalu-

ation of 4-terminal pump transfer func-

tion definition were not accomplished.

9
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Several approaches were attempted, how-

ever, the best being a meter developed

by ONERA (Office National D'Etudes Et De

Researches Aerospatiales). The meter

had excellent accuracy and response as

shown in tests at the NASA Langley Re-

search Center and at Rockwell's Space

Systems Division. Signal/noise ratio in

the actual application to Rocketdyne tes_

ins, however, showed that it was not

applicable to SSME testing. A 1% flow

variation at 7 Hz requires nearly 70

seconds for 10% accuracy; see Figure It_.

With expected flow variations in the

range of 1/10%, the engine test time re-

quired for meaningful accuracy was pro-

hibitive. It was quite obvious that the

_-terminal. pump dynamics could not be

directly evaluated.

The system excitation device cho_n

for all transfer function testing was

the hydraulic servo driven piston, pu]ser,

shown in Figure 15. Initially the elec-

tronics were designed so that pulser

position followed input voltage but stu-

dies showed that it was preferable to use

a nearly constant flow rate excitation

over the frequency range. The electro-

nics were then changed so that for fre-

quencies from 2 to 50 Hz the flow rate

produced by the device was proportional

to the input voltage. Later, when the

device was Chosen for use on the MPTA

(Main Propulsion Test Article) stroke

and velocity limiting circuits were

added for safety. With the servo driven

pulser, any excitationprofile could be

used. The most desirable mode of test-

ing involved prerecording the profile on

FM tape and playing it into the pulser

electronics during the test. Gain of the

input signal could be adjusted during a

test.

Approximately 300 seconds is avail-

able for a single engine test. This is

limited by the size of the propellant

tanks. If one test is available to ob-

tain transfer functions for each combi-

nation of inlet pressure and engine

power level, the problem is to cover the

required 2 to 40 Hz range in an

efficient and safe manner.

Simulations indicated that, with

constant bandwidth spectral processing,

a linear frequency sweep produces uni-

form power across the frequency band ex-

cept for transient lobes at both ends of

the frequency band. Using spectral

avera=in_ techniques and starting each

I0
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sweep with a unique initial condition r_

sults in a very uniform power spectrum.

While a sweep does not give the accuracy

of dwell excitation at any particular

frequency, it does a good job over the

entire range. The effect of sweep rate

was then investigated by applying the

excitation to a second order sy§tem and

determining the velocity response func-

tion with the Time/Data 1932. Except

for systems with extremely small damping

the transfer function accuracy was only

a function of accumulated test time re-

gardless of the sweep rate. It became
obvious that much of _he prejudice

against the use of fast sweep techniques

was associated with its use in very

lightly damped systems and by those

using tracking filter techniques rather

than spectral analyzers. Figure 13 is a

non-dimensional plot of the attenuation

of peak velocity obtained by fast sweep-

ing compared with the peak velocity ob-

tained from a dwell or slow sweep test.

The conclusion was that sweeps as fast

as 5 to I0 sec.,from '2 to 5 Hz could be

used in SSME testing.

SUBSYSTEM TESTING

Component interactions in real sys-

tems obey Murphy's first law, so, tO

avoid program impacts, a major subsystem

test facility was activated. The sub-

System was composed of an LPOTP modified

for electric motor drive, an interpump

duct and a bread-board suppressor. The

11



existing facility was modified as shown

in Figure 17 to anchor the inlet direct-

ly into the ground. An oil fired heat

exchanger was installed to provide hot

oxygen and a large decoupling accumulator

was installed do_stream of the test sys-

tem orifice in the propellant return

line (Figure 18).

The first phase of testing estab-

lished the static cavitation performance

of the LPOTP verifying its design goals.

System testing under flow without the

suppressor was next. A fast sweep pro-

file was used and the noise problem

associated with flow measurement w_s

recognized. Initially the problem was

thought to be the result of bubbles in

the liquid oxygen flow stream affecting

the ultrasonic beam. Even dwell pulsing

did not improve the data significantly.

After the matrix of inlet pressure

and simulated power level was complete

the suppressor was installed. Initial

checkout tests resulted in a surging

condition in the system. At low helium

and liquid oxygen flows the system was

stable. Alternate diffuser designs and

use of gaseous oxygen increased the

stability range somewh_ but surging sti_

candnued at flows corresponding to 50%

of full power level. Tests of the plas-

tic accumulator in a system using water

and gaseous nitrogen showed the problem

to be associated with high circulation

in the suppressor, leading to cyclic

flushing of _he ullage. Several designs

were tried to suppress the circulation

without adding appreciable neck iner-

tahoe or resistance. The Z-baffle shown

in Figure Ig was chosen on the basis

of best stability and performance. Te_s

were then run over the operational range

to verify ullage stability, gaseous oxy-

gen flow requirements and to obtain dy-

namic data to verify suppressor inertance

and compliance.

The subsystem tests, while not pro-

viding all the information desired, were

sufficient to verify the suppressor

characteristics, to evaluate compliance

and inertance values and to ensure

compatibility with the LP0TP-interpump

duct system, The strengths and weak-

nesses of fast sweep testing were also

defined. The next step was verification

of suppressor operation in single engine

testing.

SINGLE ENGINE TESTING

The engine test program was being

conducted on test stands A-I and A-2 at

NSTL (National Space Technology Labora-

tories) inMississippi. Modifications to

include a pulser tee and hydraulics as

well as a level control recirculation

line were made to the facilities. Ini-

tial dynamic tests showed rather lower

pressure response to pulsing than had

been anticipated. Ultrasonic flow meter

FIG. 17

12
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ports which had been added earlier were

utilized and again confirmed the flow

noise level previously found in subsys-

tem testing.

During static engine firings, an

occasional tendency for bubble collapse

at high power levels an4 with engine

throttling transients was noted. Al-

though the ullage re-established, an

additional stage of baffling was added.

These are shown in Figure 20.

Before a significant amount of dy-

namic testing could be accomplished, an

additional test stand (A-3) was activa-

ted in Rocketdyne's Santa Susana Test

Facility. At that time a program de-

cision was made to dedicate all testing

at NSTL to verification firings for the

f!ighz engines. All Pogo testing was

switched to A-3.

From the minimal dynamic tests run

at NSTL it was obvious that a combination

of fast sweep and dwell excitation was

necessary to obtain the best data over

the frequency range required. The ex-

citation profile used in this testing

is shown in Figure 21. The initial 10O

sec was composed of a fast sweep from

1% to 50 to 1½ etc. with a cycle time of

15 seconds. This resulted in about six

complete sweep cycles. Following this

was 20 seconds at q Hz and I0 seconds

each at 5 Hz increments to 50 Hz for a

total of ii0 sec of dwell. Since tests

were normally about 300 seconds, the

first 80 seconds were used for other

test objectives i.e.; for adjusting in-

let pressure and power level and for all

AC coupled instruments to settle out.

The gain between the FM tape recor-

ded reference voltage and the pulser was

adjusted to ensure a safe but adequate

pressure oscillation at The engine inlet.

Normally this took about 2 full sweeps.

Data was then obtained at a constant

gain setting for the remainder of the

fast sweeps and Through the dwell por-

tion.

Accelerometers installed at criti-

cal locations on the facility were ini-

tially monitored to prevent test stand

damage. Note that a 12" diameter feed-

line pressurized to 20 psi develops a

separating force of over a ton. With

1% structural damping, a +10 psi

pressure oscillation can develop equiva-

lent static loads of over 50 tons peak

to peak. Since structural resonances in

the test stand did mot correspond to

feed system resonant frequencies where

large oscillatory pressures were genera-

Ted, no serious test stand loads were

generated.

The most critical dynamic data

collected in a test included piston

input signal and pressures at the pisto_

the engine inlet (LPOP), the HPOTP inlet,

the suppressor ullage and in the main

combustion chamber pressure (see Figure

13). These data were recorded on FM

magnetic tape for spectral analysis.

The test matrix was composed of

engine operation at 70% and 100% power

level with inlet pressures of 100 and

45 psia with and without the suppressor

installed. Repeat tests were run to

provide a measure of feat to test differ-

ences and whenever a primary measurement

was of questionable quality.

DATA ANALYSIS

Although strip charts provided a

quick look for data quality, all data

reduction was done using Rocketdyne's

Time/Data 1932 real-time time-series

analyzer and MSFC's 5451C Fourier Analy-

zer. Transfer functions for each

pressure relative to the input pulser

signal were computed using a 50 Hz low

pass anti-aliasing filter and ½ Hz anal_

sis bandwidth with a spectral band of 0

to 100 Hz.

A typical set of reduced data is

shown in Figures 22 through 2_ al-

though a listing of the data was actual-

ly used to develop transfer functions

for the substruetured engine. Data were

analyzed with spectral averaging in two

independant sections, the fast sweep and

dwell segments. Some of the single fre-

quency dwell segments were analyzed

separately but the minor change in data

quality did not warrant this effort.

After spectral data were reduced re-

lative to the pulser they were algebra-

ically manipulated to obtain the sub-

structured engine transfer functions.

A special software package has been de-

veloped for use on the HP5451C (Ref. I).

This approach is shown as follows;

Let:

F X (f) _ Fourier Spectrum of Input

Fy (f) _ Fourier Spectrum of Output

The Transfer Function is then Defined

As:

HXy (f) :
FXX (f)

Where:

FXy (f) _ Cross Spectrum

14
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FIG. 21

POGO PULSER DRIVE TAPE. FOR

SINGLE ENGINE TESTS ON A-3

RM5 POWER SPECTRUM

XERO OB - 1, VOLTS TEST 750-071 TAPE G

8ANOWIDTH - S HERTZ _HAI_NEI. I2 PULSER

COMPOSITE RI_S _ 1,63 FILTER 50 HERTZ LfP TIME 19:93,000-19.10:57 0{)0

D9

U. 10, 20. 30. 40. 50

rREouENcV. HERTZ

FIG. 22

FXX (f) Auto Spectrum

Using the concept of Peferencing to a

common signal (the Pulser) the transfer

function and coherence becomes:

H21 (f) : H24 (f) = F2_ (f)/F44 (f)

H3_ (f) F34 (f)IFu4 (f)

MCCIHPOPTN

H3% (f) F3_ (f)/F4% (f)

H31 (f) = _ : PI_ (f)/F49 (f)

MCC/LPOPIN

HPOPINILPOP_ N
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The coherence (squared) for HPOPIN/LPOPIN

is:

-I

[ 1_' 21 (f) = + - 1
2 2

Y24 (f) _a (f)

The subscripts in these equations refer

to the measurement numbers in Figure 13.

This approach minimized correlation

of signals in the parameters which are

coherent but generated in the engine it-

self. This engine generated noise is

not associated with Pogo signals which

are generated upstream of the engine

and yet this engine noise shows high co-

herence (and erroneously high engine

gain) if the pressures are correlated

directly. Using the known disturbance

as an intermediate reference minimizes

engine generated noise effects.

INTERPRETATION OF SINGLE ENGINE TEST

DATA

The two major transfer functions

are the LPOTP - Interpump Duct-Suppres-

sor HPOPIN/LPOPIN ; i.e. ( A POs2/APosI )

and the Power Head MCC/HPOPTN; i.e.

( A P_/ A Pns2). The low preSSure system
transfer _unction changes dramatically

dependent on whether :he suppressor is

or is not active. Figures 27 and 28

compare the test results and the origi-

nal predictions,

Comparison of test data with pre-

dictions for the system with no suppre_

sot indicated that only a very small

(icft)

CO}_ERENCE

TEST 750-071 TAPE 6

CHANNEL ii MCC PR/CHANNEL 12

PULSER

FILTER 50. HERTZ L/P

BANDWIDTH : .5 HERTZ

HPOTP cavitation compiiance was required

to justify the model with the test data.

The gain of the LPOTP-Duct is slightly

less than predicted while the Power Head

gain is slightly higher than predicted.

Resonant dipoles were found in the LP0T_

Interpump Duct response (Figure 27)

which were most readily justified with

structural motion of the flexible duct.

Correlation of the model with data

from tests with a suppressor installed

resulted in well defined values of R, L

and C for the suppressor which were

within the design goals. Best of all,

the suppressor is an excellent filter

in the 5 to _0 Hz range with no unexpe_-

ed adverse response. Gain below _ Hz is

almost unaffected by the suppressor al-

though there is a phase effect. The

suppressor effectively operates as a

notch filter.

The Power Head should be defined

accurately only without the suppressor

since both the HPOTP inlet and main

combustion chamber pressure oscillations

developed by the pulser were severely

attenuated by the suppressor. Thrust

chamber pressure noise generated in the

engine was not affected by the suppres-

sor and the noise at the HPOTP was only

slightly reduced. The net e{fec_ was a

decrease in signal To noise ratio in

bo_h measurements but to a very great

extent in thrust chamber pressure. A

comparison of the predicted and demon-

strated full engine transfer function

(MCC/LPOPIN) without suppressor is

shown in Figure 29.

Extensive transfer function analy-

sis has been performed on the SSME Pogo

data obtained %o date. A representative

reporting of these results is given in

17
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FIG. 27

Low-Pressure Oxidizer Turbopump Duct Response

3 thru E. Some test data was analyzed

using a narrower spectral bandwidth (i/5
Hz). Since only i0 seconds were avail.

able for each dwell frequency, this

allowed only a two sample coverage° With
such a small sample the oalculatlon in-
dicated higher gain (due to _he noise
bias) and higher coherence (a single
frame would show 100% oohe_ence).

LPOTP COMPLIANCE

In parallel with the Rocketdyne
testing, CIT (California Institute of
Technology) conducted _-terminal tmans-
for function tests of a % scale model of

the LPOTP impeller in water. These tests
included excitation both upsfream and
downstream of the pump over a range of
inlet conditions including deep cavita_
tion. The results of these studies are

partially represented in refemences 7
_hrough 21.

In actual vehicle use the inlet

NPSH (net positive suction head) is

higher than the c_itica! value. This
allows low risk extrapolation of the CIT

results in water _o the full size pum_
in liquid oxygen. A liberal band was
placed on the extrapolated compliance
values. Fortunately the feed system

+ .'_- i . .... +--_

+ , ++,+ ++
+ +

FIG. 28

IIPOTP Inlet Pressure Response to
Fngine Oxidizer Inlet Pressure Os-

cillations, &Posz/6Posi
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dynamics are such that the changes in

pump compliance cause only a small feed-

line frequency shift.

SUMMARY

A simple analogy of engine feedb_k

in the Pogo loop indicates that the high

pressure design of the SSME should re-

sult in the vehicle having considerably

greater stability than vehicles using

engines with lower internal pressure

levels.

The initial analytical estimates of

engine transfer functions were in good

agreement with data obtained from engine

and subsystem test. Over the expected

operating range, cavitation affects are

minor.

The suppmessor design using liquid

and gaseous oxygen is quite stable and

an effective notch filter for the sys-

tem. All the major problems of ullage

stability involved circulation in the

liquid below the liquid-gas interface.

Design estimates of the compliance and

inertance of the design were conserva-

tive although the effective resistance

exceeded the initial estimate.

The use of a fast linear swept sine

wave is feasible and desirable in deter-

mining transfer functions over a wide

frequency band. The additional use of

a few dwell excitation frequencies in

the spectrum to provide accurite bench

marks was also required.

The best excitation for the system

involved constant velocity disturbances

(flow rate perturbation) over the fre-

quency band. The redesign of the pules

electronics to produce piston velocity

proportional to command voltage elimina-

ted input signal/noise problems in the

high frequency _ange and allowed safety

circuits to be included in the electro-

nic package.
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